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From: Craig Weinhold
To: JCAC
Cc: djbenforado@gmail.com; kfrantz@shorewood-hills.org; rstankey@shorewood-hills.org
Subject: June 27 Agenda items #5 Highland Ave and #10 UW Hospital D2 addition
Date: Wednesday, June 26, 2024 4:45:23 PM
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Dear Joint Campus Area Committee,

Agenda Item #5: MMSD & Highland Ave ramp work
The Campus Dr path crossing of Highland Avenue is difficult for bicyclists to navigate due to
the small refuge island, the uneven railroad tracks, and the everpresent VA & hospital traffic.
It is especially difficult for bicyclists turning on or off Highland Avenue, such as my daughter
when she bikes to West High school. There have been seven car vs bike crashes with injury
there since 2011. It is also tricky for pedestrians; there've been three car vs pedestrian crashes
with injury since 2016, including one this past winter.

In summer 2023 I floated  these design ideas for safety improvement; there was interest but I
was told there is no project or budget.  In spring 2024 I filed a City "Safe Streets" suggestion
to try a short-term, low-cost test of converting half of Highland Ave lanes to be "turn only",
similar to the test the City did on Segoe and Regent St earlier this year. I believe the City
Bikeways and Safe Streets are two grant sources that are appropriately sized for small projects
like this.

Highland path Improvements don't necessarily need to be tied to the MMSD sewer interceptor
work, but it seems to make sense, at least from a timing and disruption perspective. Even if the
only improvement was improved paint -- sharrows, continental crossings, bike boxes, -- that
would help quite a bit.

I am available during the June 27 JCAC meeting if anyone has questions about the need for
change or design ideas I've presented.

Agenda Item #10: UW Hospital D2 addition
This D2 construction project will create an ongoing traffic hassle that reaches a peak during
summer 2025 when Highland Ave is all or partially closed for two months for the MMSD
project.

I strongly encourage the JCAC to establish a temporary alternate morning entry to the UW
hospital via WALNUT ST when Highland Ave is closed. E.g., adjust stoplights on Old
University & Highland + Walnut to increase the inbound flow and have UW Health encourage
their employees to use it.

Thank you,

-Craig Weinhold
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Dear members of the Joint Campus Area Committee,

My comments relate to agenda item 5 "MMSD West Interceptor Shorewood Relief
Project" of the June 27th meeting. I am a year-round bike commuter, and members of my
family and I frequently ride on the multi-use path that runs just north of Campus Drive.
The intersection of the multi-use path with Highland Ave is well-known by cyclists in the
Madison metro area as one of the most dangerous intersections for cyclists and
pedestrians to navigate. In particular, the non-standard signaling system is not used
anywhere else in the area that I know of, which makes it difficult for users (especially
children) to know when it is safe to cross.

Since the area around this intersection will soon be reconstructed as part of the MMSD
project, I ask that members of this committee develop a plan to re-engineer the crossing
of the multi-use path with Highland Ave in a way that prioritizes cyclist and pedestrian
safety. As a Trustee of Shorewood Hills, I would embrace the opportunity for our Board
to work with the City of Madison and UW-Madison to fix this intersection for the good of
our community members.

Thank you,

Robb Stankey
Trustee
Shorewood Hills
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